
Yoginder K Alagh, Former VC of JNU, writes

JNU Students Are First Among Equals, Idealistic And Inquisitive
Hindustan Times, Feb 24, 2016

I took the morning flight from Ahmedabad to Delhi on December 5, 1992, and landed at the vice-chancellor’s lodge at
Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU). There were some policemen and security staff there. All the doors and windows were
closed. The policemen were sent back to the police station and the security men to look after the university’s main gate.
The doors and windows were opened, so fresh air could come into the V-C’s small bungalow.
From day one I let it be known that the V-C is available to each JNU student, if need be, the same day. Many nights this
meant after 10pm. Every day, I would get a list of students who had completed their M Phil or PhD. I wrote a handwritten
letter to each student who scored an A grade and all PhD students, saying how proud we were of their performance and
how the university looked forward to their contributions to their profession and to the country. From Egypt to Canada, from
Paris to Brasilia, somebody will tap my shoulder and would say, “Sir, you were my V-C, I treasure the letter you wrote to
me.”
A teacher has many rewards. But we also had our share of problems. Protesting against proposals to raise
resources from non-government sources, the students were not allowing the Academic Council to meet on

Welcome to JNU!
Imagine a campus which has been for
generations of students a vision of an
alternative world.
A world of exceptional possibilities, where
students coming from a range of backgrounds are able to surmount
the obstacles that confronted them and engage as equals in the terrain
of ideas.
Imagine a campus that is a microcosm of the country, where students
from every region come together to engage and to understand, to
debate and dispute, and also to form lasting friendships.
Imagine a university that does not proscribe free thought but celebrates
discussion in the classroom and in every space beyond, that stands
up for the right to dissent, and raises its voice in support of all those
whose voices are silenced.

Imagine a place which understands the many shades of opinion that
make up a democracy, where students themselves hold union elections
and have evolved a politics that is remarkably free of money and
muscle power.
Imagine a world where men and women fight together for gender justice
and for a more equitable world, where partitions are not erected between
students, teachers and workers, but instead they work together to
create a vibrant university community
Consider a campus which recognizes that intellectual pursuit cannot
be divorced from social responsibility, and so it is important to ‘educate,
organize and agitate’.
For many generations of students, JNU has been such a world.

Today, as you enter this campus, this is the inheritance that we ask
you to build upon. But as you must also know, JNU is under attack –
by the Government, powerful political forces, as well as JNU’s own
Administration. We ask you not to watch silently while the fascist
forces who rule our country try to demolish and undermine all that
have been built up over the years.

We ask you to join your voice to that of thousands of other students
and teachers, alumni and well-wishers who have stood up and resisted
this attack. The struggle is an ongoing one. We ask you to be a part
of it.....
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the campus. The university V-C is about moral authority and I was not giving up that space. It was suggested
that we call in the police. To me that was equally unacceptable as that, too, would mean ceding authority. For
once the police came in, they would be the authority in charge, and if a boy threw a stone, the police would retaliate
with force.These were our students and I told the student union activists stopping me that I was going on satyagraha until
they let us in. I wrote a letter to the chancellor, PN Haksar, reporting the events and that I was instructing the finance officer
to deduct my salary for the days I was on satyagraha. Haksar wrote an open letter to the community on ‘bended knees’,
asking them to sort out the matters within the rules. Within two hours more than 50 teachers were standing with me in
solidarity. Within two days the students gave in.
On another occasion some of them demonstrated at Jantar Mantar and were dutifully arrested. I spoke to the additional
secretary (home) and the deputy superintendent of police in charge of Parliament Street police station, and got an assurance
that they would be released in a few hours.
V-Cs were not allowed to go to the hostels. Not knowing this, when I joined, I went to a hostel to eat my lunch and such
visits became a common feature. If I did not go to a hostel in a particular semester, it became a matter of concern. The V-
C ignores our hostel. Each hostel mess would invite me to all their celebrations, including Eid and Diwali.
A visiting Japanese scholar from Nagoya University had described the hostels in JNU as some of the most
democratic societies anywhere. Every evening, out-of-the-box thinkers and leaders were invited to speak on problems
and issues of the day: LK Advani on Opposition perspectives, comrade Vinod Mishra of the CPI (ML), and leaders, thinkers
and alumni alike. The session would end only after ‘all the problems are solved’, which meant that the last question had to
be answered before the meeting dispersed. This is the reason that JNU students do so well in the UPSC exams for the
higher civil services. I found out when I chaired a committee set up to develop the recruitment and training policies for the
higher civil services. They are all trained in disciplined argumentation and would breeze through any discussion.

And, it is humbug to say that they are all of one ideological hue. The late Manohar Lal Sondhi, a proud JNUite, a
member of the National Executive of the BJP, appointed by then Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee as chairman of the
Indian Council for Social Science Research, was a favourite teacher and respected colleague. Like others he revelled in
debate and the fiercely independent academic culture of a great university.
Now the HRD ministry is concentrating on flag hoisting in universities. Flag hoisting was a great event at JNU. The flag was
raised at each hostel and in the Plaza on August 15 and January 26. Chandra Shekhar, (CPI-ML), who was president
of the JNU students’ union, after the official flag hoisting, asked me to attend his flag hoisting at the Ganga
Hostel, where a small tricolour was unfurled on a small bamboo pole, by the oldest Dalit Class IV lady employee.
Nationalism is not jingoism but love for your country in a quiet unstated manner, a commitment to it and
willingness to fight for your ideals for it. I was teaching economics at the University of Pennsylvania and Swarthmore
College and had decided to come back to India. When some of the world’s top economists asked me why I did so, I said
these, sirs, were matters of the heart and not money and global prestige.

Tens of thousands apply to JNU and only a thousand are admitted. These students are the first among equals, idealistic
and intellectually inquisitive. Intensely patriotic, they are angry with those who play with its ideals.
JNU does not just teach skills in the way the IIMs or IITs do. It creates the skills to change the world. If Nalanda,
Al Azhar, Berkeley and Oxford only taught skills there would be no progress because skills work the existing
systems. JNU pursues the holy grail of knowledge in its complete form. As we say: Satyamev Jayate.

Romila Thapar, noted Historian and a founding member of JNU, writes

Be Warned, the Assault on JNU is Part of a Pattern
- Excerpts from the piece in The Wire.in, 16 February, 2016 -

There is by now little doubt that we are currently being governed by those that seem to have an anti-intellectual mind-set.
This spells trouble for universities that are concerned with high standards of teaching and research.
Recent events at JNU raise many questions pertinent to us as citizens of India...
Sedition and secession
As has been said by almost everyone who has written on this event (the February 9 event in JNU – ed/), the terms that the
government uses in its charges against the JNU students are problematic and cannot be bandied about in a casual way.
...
To maintain that a statement made about the possibility of a segment of the Indian nation breaking away is sedition, shows
neither an understanding of the word nor knowledge of the historical occasions in the last half century when such
statements were made with reference to other parts of India. This is not the first time that Kashmir has been 2



mentioned as part of such a suggestion. There have been earlier threats of secession from other parts of the nation, such
as Nagaland and Tamil Nadu, and the intention of establishing the Sikh state of Khalistan to mention just a few. Some
others are not completely silent even in present times. Threats of secession are in part the way in which nationalisms play
out in nations that extend over large territories and multiple cultures. It has to be understood as a process of change and
debated rather than being silenced by calling it sedition.
The debate on sedition goes back to the early years of independence when the attempt to silence free speech was
successfully resisted by the Supreme Court, (Brij Bhushan vs. State of Delhi and Romesh Thapar vs. Union of India).
Nehru was in favour of expunging sedition as unconstitutional. Those were the days when democracy was valued and was
nurtured. ...

The first foray
Then there are those who, because they are critical of some aspects of the nation, are immediately condemned as anti-
national. Taken literally this adjective would apply to a large number of Indians who are critical of various aspects of events
in India. Governments turn by turn have described people as anti-national but the frequency of this accusation has increased
in the last couple of years. It has been applied so often by the BJP that the word has become virtually meaningless, but not
harmless, because it can be used to politically persecute a person. The ancestor to the BJP – the Jan Sangh party, when
it was part of the government of Morarji Desai, subsequent to the Emergency – criticized the history textbooks written by
some of us and published by the NCERT. We were accused of being anti-Indian and anti-national for the views we held on
ancient Indian history. The government demanded that our books be proscribed. But in the election that followed the
government fell, so the books survived.
Almost 25 years later, in the first NDA government the matter was taken up again. The then education minister, Murli
Manohar Joshi and his BJP cohorts referred to the authors of the textbooks – and I was included in this – as not only anti-
Hindu but also anti-national, anti-Indian, and academic terrorists of the worst kind. Enthusiastic politicians demanded that
we should be arrested and punished for writing these books. Fortunately, the first NDA government did not take itself too
seriously and did not go around arresting many teachers and students for being anti-national, largely because their
definition of what was anti-national became a matter for ridicule. Anti-national for them was in effect a limited term, namely
anti-Hindu.
Pathetic attempt
In the latest move of the BJP-RSS government pertaining to universities, the student union president who was arrested at
JNU has been accused of being anti-national and indulging in sedition. He has been accused of raising slogans on
independence for Kashmir and praise of Pakistan. The irony is that the student union president who was doing just the
opposite of what would be regarded as anti-national and seditious and was trying to close the discussion, was the one who
was arrested.
It is now being held, very much as an afterthought, that the group that held the meeting were instigated by the Lashkar-e-
Tayyaba. This is at best a rather pathetic attempt to institute a charge of terrorism with no other evidence but a
dubious tweet. Does government evidence rely on tweets? And are dubious tweets enough to accuse a person of
sedition? This is not just a case of the government and the police being adamant, but it appears to be a well-planned
strategy to destabilise JNU. There was just too much unusual alacrity in the way events moved. One can’t help but feel that
somewhere along the line, the present government has lost its initial confidence in itself and is now resorting to unpleasant
tactics. An example of this was the way in which JNU faculty and students and some media people were beaten up at the
Patiala House Court by a bunch of lawyers, said to be of the BJP, when there was to be a hearing of the case against the
student union president. Are the courts of law now going to have to resort to fisticuffs?
...The BJP-RSS government currently in power is unable to have a dialogue with an institution such as the JNU and other
similar universities such as the Hyderabad Central University. The emphasis from the start in such universities has
been on questioning existing knowledge, exploring new knowledge and relating knowledge to the existing
reality. This is the very opposite of merely handing down selected information without questioning it. This is a
problem that the BJP-RSS government has to face with a number of pace-setting prestigious centres of learning that do not
substitute catechism for learning, and instead demand the right to debate a subject that may be thought to be blasphemous
to the nation as defined by Hindutva. So the alternative is to try and dismantle such centres of learning by creating
disturbances. This will eventually prevent them from functioning as they are intended to do.
Method in the madness
There seems to be something of a pattern in the organisation of such disturbances, since there is a repetition of the same
procedure in each case. The similarities are curious. The first step is to ensure that the person appointed in a position of
authority in the institution is relatively unknown, as have been many of the directors, chairmen, and vice-chancellors
appointed in the last 18 months in various institutions. They are relied upon to follow the orders of the government. The next
step is to locate a group preferably debating contemporary issues, and instruct the local AVBP cadres to create a confrontation
with such a group in the course of the meeting, and the confrontation could even result in some violence. This allows
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the ABVP to claim that they were attacked first and for a complaint to be made to the local BJP politician, readily to hand,
who then takes it up with the minister, and who then orders the authority concerned to rusticate the students, to bring the
police into the premises and arrest the non-AVBP students, irrespective of whether or not they were involved in the
confrontation......
A culture worth fighting for
For those of us who were among the founding members of JNU, the events of the last few days at the university is a
moment of a far bigger intellectual and emotional crisis than has ever happened before in its history. JNU was founded on
the principles of democratic functioning, both administratively and in the content of the education it imparted. It meant a
generally positive relationship between teacher and student, and a frequency of free discussion both on matters academic
and on the world we live in. It meant more rigorous training in the subjects taught and this experience improved the work
both of teachers and students, and all of which was underlined by an insistence on critical enquiry. We were conscious of
stretching our minds to beyond what was readily known and in encouraging students to look beyond the obvious. It was
these factors that made it into a prestigious university, a trend-setter in many subjects that were taught in other Indian
universities. It was again these factors that gave it international recognition, on par in many subjects with the best universities
outside India.

This of course is the opposite of the rather pathetic BJP-RSS version of what is meant by education at any level, judging
by the views of the HRD ministry. To see the BJP-RSS government trying to annul what we have achieved in JNU
and reduce the university to a pedestrian teaching shop, is like having to see the work on one’s lifetime being
systematically destroyed. Many of us chose to work in JNU rather than take up lucrative positions in universities abroad,
because we had a vision that we could make it among the best academic centres located in India. And that excellence it
has experienced. As one academic who lived a substantial part of my life working in the JNU, and contributing to this
vision, the hostility of the current government to the JNU leaves me with a sense of despair and sadness for the future of
universities in India. However, I must add that experiencing the protest of the JNU community against the attack that has
been mounted on it, does make me feel that perhaps the values that we had tried to inculcate in its early years have taken
root. When JNU recovers from the trauma of this attack it is likely to be even more committed to the values for
which it was created – excellence not only in intellectual enterprise but also in endorsing a humane and open
society upholding the rights of every Indian citizen.

C.P.Bhambhri, Professor Emeritus at JNU and noted political scientist, writes

The JNU You Don’t Know : An Open Letter To New Students Entering
Jawaharlal Nehru University

- Excerpts from the piece in Indian Express, 29 July, 2016 -

...There is a compelling reason behind this “open letter” to young students seeking admission to the Jawaharlal Nehru
University (JNU). I want to tell them that they should not be disturbed by the news, comments and opinions about the
events on the campus in February-March, 2016. The public at large also needs to know the reality of JNU. Narrating the
university’s inside story has become even more necessary because after the Union government charged a few students
with sedition, a section of the public has come to regard JNU as a den of anti-national activities.
JNU has distinct characteristics which have guided multi-disciplinary and cross-disciplinary academic programmes
in its schools — social sciences, international studies, languages, life sciences, environmental sciences, physical sciences,
computer sciences, biological sciences and arts and aesthetics. Faculty members frame courses, decide syllabi and the
mode of evaluation. Faculty and students are partners in the pursuit of knowledge.
The university’s faculty does not prescribe “textbooks” around which examinations take place. They do suggest “reading
lists” and there is a lot of self-study at the university’s libraries. JNU works on pedagogic principles that regard “all students
as adults”. Dialogue and debate among members of the faculty and students, and among the students — both in classrooms
and in the informal surroundings of the sprawling campus and its dhabhas— is the essence of JNU’s educational
project. The university’s academic ethos gives students the freedom to differ with the faculty. But freedom is not
confined to academic assignments; it is also a distinct aspect of relationships between the faculty and the
students. Young students are allowed to frame their own boundaries; in this respect, JNU is unlike other campuses in
India, where hostels impose multiple restrictions.
The JNU model of campus life is based on libertarianism in the purest sense of the term. JNU does not treat
students’ political activities as undesirable encroachment on academic life. On the contrary, political-ideological debates
are considered an extension of everyday student life. That diverse social groups supported the students of JNU
after the events of February-March testifies to the university’s social standing. 4



JNU is the only university in the country where “students manage elections for their own union”. These elections
are free from an evil that ails most universities in the country: Unhealthy use of money power. The Lyngdoh Commission
appointed by the government to suggest regulations to curb the evils of student elections on campuses held up JNU as a
model for the country.
An ethos that regards teachers and students as partners in the pursuit of knowledge often disturbs academics of
established universities and also a section of politicians who describe JNU as the “university of communists”. ...Traditional
universities are beginning to grudgingly accept the quality of JNU’s academic programmes and its teacher-centered approach.
The story does not end here. The faculty has learned much from students. In the early 1980s, students demanded
representation in the university’s academic decision-making bodies — committees of the centres, the university’s academic
council and boards of study of schools. This demand was based on the reasoning that academic decision-making process
should be “open” and “accountable”. Student participation in JNU’s academic bodies has been a success because the
university treats its students as adults who are responsible for decisions that concern them directly.
A section of students also demanded that answer sheets evaluated by the course in- charge should be “re-
evaluated” by a committee of other teachers in the centre/school. This innovation has increased trust between
teachers and students. It should not be forgotten that the educator is a part of a “power system” where teachers awarding
grades have power over students; if proper checks and balances are not evolved, a professor could abuse his/her powers.
JNU’s cultural diversity makes it the only all-India university in the real sense of the term. Such diversity may pose initial
difficulties to new entrants. But the university also provides students with an atmosphere where they can exercise their
choices. This open letter asks new entrants to JNU: Can you break away from your academic past? Can you start
a new journey of freedom and equality?
The ball is in the court of teachers and researchers. Only an academically alive community of teachers can fulfil the
students’ aspirations for high-quality education. The choice before JNU’s academic community is whether it wants to
remain intellectually and academically-relevant or decline — like the faculties of “old” universities, who stopped reading
latest books and did not conduct research in new areas of social significance.

Prathama Banerjee, former JNUSU Gen. Secy. presently faculty at CSDS, writes

Thank God For JNU
Where we learnt that a free mind depended on a physically and socially free space

- excerpts from the piece in Indian Express,19 February, 2016 -

I write this as an erstwhile JNU student and JNU students’ union member, who studied as hard as she did politics. I cannot
decide which taught me more — academics or politics. …That was my greatest takeaway from JNU — the lesson that
academics and politics are inseparable twins.

Entering JNU, for me, was like entering a zone of freedom, overwhelming freedom. At the very first glance, JNU
was like a vast expanse to spread one’s wings in — long-winding roads and overgrown valleys, the facility of being outdoors
late into the night (what that could mean to a young girl!), milling in and around the library till 11 pm, mess meetings (no pun
intended) after dinner, the chance to befriend anyone from anywhere, any class, caste or nationality (thanks to JNU’s
admission system based on multiple deprivation points), and above all, the possibility of falling in love across all social
barriers. And the teachers let you hold forth endlessly, call them by first name, be flexible about class attendance, take
open-book exams and even drink tea and smoke with them.
…In JNU, we learnt quickly, through our little adventures and misadventures, the profoundly serious lesson that
a free mind depended on a physically and socially free space. Intellectual excellence — merit as we diminutively
say today — depended crucially on an ambience of democracy, diversity and equality. Else the threats loomed large —
dogmatism, boredom and, worst of all, stupidity.
This was the early and mid-1990s — we lived in “interesting times” … through political events that challenged our certainties
— Soviet collapse, Tiananmen Square, Mandal Commission, liberalisation, Narmada Bachao Andolan, Dunkel Draft,
Kashmir, telecom revolution. We were the transition generation… JNU offered us the resources to deal with this transition
— intellectual and political. The courses were changed frequently to respond to new questions and the classes and streets
tolerated intense debate, even outrageous position-taking. We were sometimes ridiculed but also quickly forgiven and
never ever silenced.
…Ours was also the time of the rise of Hindutva outfits on campus as well as post-Mandal upper-caste assertion. The
challenge to democracy was palpably close, but the atmospherics generally won out. We also felt morally tortured
by the fact of our privilege as JNU students. To compensate, we became involved in politics outside campus. Some 5



of us worked in trade unions in the city’s industrial areas, some worked in communally charged neighbourhoods, some
went back to their home states to fight desperate political battles and even be killed. JNU taught us idealism but, by the
same virtue, taught us the importance of reality-checks.

A popular slogan amongst students, then and now, in JNU and elsewhere, was originally Ambedkar’s gift to us
— “Educate, organise, agitate”. JNU even today acknowledges this principle. ...
Academics and politics are not the same thing. Academics brings critical distance and analytical skill to politics, and
politics teaches the dare of risky thought, contingent action and radical equality. They are different and precisely for that
reason deeply connected. One cannot do one as a proxy for the other. One must do both, even as students. When
patriarchs today order students to study instead of do politics, when they demand that students show their exam scores
to prove their political worth, when they tell us what to say and not to say, who to love and how to love, I sense a perverse
reinvention of the old ashrama sensibility. College and university students must vote, they may even marry. But they must
follow political brahmacharya. Thank god for places like JNU — where no one has to be celibate, politically or otherwise.

Basant Rath, JNU Alumnus and an IPS Officer (DIG) in J&K, writes
From an IPS officer in J&K

Dear Arnab Goswami, JNU, My Alma Mater, Deserves Your Tax Money
- Indian Express, 29 February, 2016 -

Partial disclosure: I studied sociology in JNU for six years.

I voted for the All India Students Association candidates in the JNUSU elections. Every time. All the time. Trust me, I’m not
anti-national. My university deserves to be nurtured. I don’t hold a brief for my alma mater. That is not me and I don’t do
that. Facts are more important than feelings. My university taught me. A university that deserves to be owned and supported.
By the state, the government, the market and civil society. Here is why. Here are the reasons.
One, JNU has never been a waste of this nation’s limited resources. It has been a value-for-money endeavour
right from the beginning. No riders. No ifs and buts. Yes, preparing for the civil services examination is a priority for a
sizeable percentage of students who get admission there. Yes, most students spend a considerable part of their waking
hours participating in political activities. Yes, there is too much sloganeering out there.

But, Arnab, my dear friend, what do you expect a university to be? A money-making enterprise? Like the
business projects financed by NPA-laden public-sector banks and promoted by the likes of Vijay Mallya? JNU
has always been one of the top two universities in the social sciences and one of the top five in the physical sciences in
India. Both in the private and public sectors. Regarding its standing amongst world universities, the issue is not lack of
quality in academic research in JNU. The issue is much bigger.
What is the quality of India’s R&D? What is the number of patents registered in the names of the stalwarts of India’s
Brahman-Shravana research establishment in the private and public sectors? You know the answers.
What is the contribution of the university to India’s nation-building, you ask. Immense. Period. A university is
not a parade ground. It is an incubation bowl. It is not about the bottom-line. It is about the aspiration-horizon.
It is not worried about the market. It is concerned about the political economy of the project of state-building. State-
building, I say. Not mere government-running.
Two, JNU has never been a platform for anti-India student leaders and their followers to hijack the educational space to
promote their divisive agenda. I was there for six years. I should know. My professors and fellow students. True, there have
been stray incidents of some students celebrating Maoist attacks on the police in Naxal-infested areas. True, some
students have shouted slogans and carried posters supporting the causes of Jammu and Kashmir and the Northeast.
True, some student organisations are sympathetic to the causes of groups that are at war with the government of the day.
But Arnab, are we supposed to hold the entire university responsible for the activities of a few students who celebrate the
deaths of policemen? Doesn’t your news channel differentiate between the death of an army soldier and that of a policeman?
How many policemen got decorated with medals when they died undertaking rescue operations during natural disasters in
the last five years?
Year after year, the issues of J&K and the Northeast have been close to the hearts of the JNU student community.
Students with diametrically opposite ideas and ideologies. With unbelievable energy and unshakeable intentions.
Does this fact make them anti-national as a matter of definition? As a matter of first principle? As a matter of divine
imputation? No, Arnab, no. Name a place where an Indian prime minister goes to address a public rally and says that his
government will do everything possible “insaniyat ke dayre mein” to wipe people’s tears. Atal Bihari Vajpayee said
that to the masses in Srinagar. This phrase has changed the political discourse of our times. People are suffering in 6



Kashmir, Arnab. They are suffering in the Northeast. When it comes to the causes behind their suffering of generations,
and the broad policymaking contours of what the governments of the day should do, the students may not agree with you.
Does the very act of highlighting the issues of J&K and the Northeast make the students and their leaders anti-national?

Three, JNU is not a communist bastion. Not a breeding ground for leftist organisations that do not believe in the idea of
India. JNU has always been a home for all shades of ideas. The student community is as diverse as the subcontinent.
Their ideologies are diverse. Their political plumage as colourful. The Brahman-Shravana RSS shakhas have been active in
the university since the 1980s. You need to visit the campus to see how energetic they are. Not long ago, in 2001, the
JNUSU had a president who belonged to the rightwing ABVP.
The students in JNU are as worried about India’s future as you and I. No leftist group has ever wanted the state
to go away. They have been having problems with the governments of the day. That is a different point. From the
leftist point of view, the legitimacy of the “ideological state apparatus” is always to be interrogated. Some groups take
public positions about wresting power from the ruling elite. But nothing like overthrowing Parliament.
Remember Comrade Chandrashekhar? He was our president when I was a student there. He was voted in twice as our
leader. Of Aisa. Of Siwan. Of old-world idealism. A beautiful human being. A sweetheart. The most innocent pair of eyes I
have seen in my life. He was killed. In 1997. Within two years of leaving the president’s chair. Shot dead in broad
daylight. At a public meeting. Do you know the name of the venue? Jai Prakash Chowk. Was he not a patriot?
Did he not love this nation? Was he a lazy slogan-shouting student leader?
Arnab, my dear friend, some students allegedly shouted anti-India slogans. Allegedly. This is the operative part. There is
the law and there is the criminal justice system. The police, the evidence and the court. Why waste so many working days
of so many sane people to blacken the name of my university? Nationalism is not a marketing tool. To be used by news
channels chasing TRPs. To be used by political parties to prove their worth. To be used by some retired army generals who
find every perceived slight as a nail to be banged on its head by an attractive and all-knowing hammer called patriotism.
Full disclosure: I’m not a communist. Never have been. I love my Nusrat Sa’ab. I love my Steve Jobs. I love my perfume
bottles.
My university is yours too. It is ours. It is a part of the idea of India as a nation. A beautiful part. But a part apart. And
a part apart. Arnab, my friend, it hurts. Please don’t speak ill of JNU. Don’t think ill of JNU. It hurts immensely. Comrade
Chandrashekhar was Chandu for me. I was so privileged. Please don’t take away this privilege. Don’t hurt his memories.
God bless you and your news channel and your co-investors. (The writer, a 2000-batch IPS officer, is a DIG in J&K)

Anupam Pandey, JNU alumnus teaching at St. Mary’s University, Canada, writes

 What I Learned During My Days at JNU
- Excerpts from the piece in The Wire.in, 28 February, 2016 -

What I took away from my years at the university was this big idea: that ideas should not and need not be
held captive at gunpoint to any ‘ism’.

At a time when ‘the nation wants to know’ whether they teach ‘nationalism’ at JNU, I feel compelled to answer the
question.
...I wish to frame the question more broadly and comprehensively, in order to clarify and share exactly what it was that I
learned at JNU while studying there between 1995 and 2000.
Witnessing dissent, debate
When I joined JNU in the monsoon semester, I was witness to a stand-off between the administration and the students
where the issue at hand was to give a bigger role to private players in the university. While there was nothing surprising
about a handful of students sitting on hunger strike against the move, it was the first and last time I ever saw a vice
chancellor himself on hunger strike against the students’ opposition to the move. ...

It ended with the VC giving in to the demands of the students (I guess he couldn’t outlast them in the ‘go hungry’ campaign,
or, there was a far larger number of students in the ‘relay hunger strike’ than there were in the administration to take on the
baton from the VC). But the lesson was there not just for the administration but also for us students, – that there is always
room for voicing a different opinion in an orderly manner.
I was personally an apolitical student, engrossed in classes, exams and dhaba sessions with friends, and uninterested in
the campus politics of AISA, AISF, SFI or the ABVP. However, in 1997, the female students at Godavari hostel had a crisis
looming: too many new entrants and not enough accommodation. ... In keeping with my apolitical leanings, I and another
four from Godavari decided to take the matter into our own hands rather than go to the political parties on campus,
since we did not want them to use our cause for their political mileage. So we did a signature campaign, mobilised 7



support amongst students and hostel wardens, made presentations before the VC, and had protracted negotiations with
the administration as to why the girls needed more accommodation on an urgent basis.
The net result: Tapti hostel, which was being built for male students, was converted immediately into a women’s hostel,
and the pressure was relieved. It was a big victory for a handful of female students who took on the administration without
any political support.
Sometime in the late 1990s, violence and sexual harassment against women increased significantly, not on campus, but
on the deserted roads and in the woods encircling it, where we would go for walks and jogs. I myself was involved in one
of the numerous instances, when I was sexually assaulted by a drunken motorbike rider.
In keeping with the issue of safety and security of women students on campus, the matter was taken to the VC by the
political parties on campus. I was also asked to present my story as a critical case in point to the VC. He was deeply
sympathetic and stated in no uncertain terms that he would ask for greater police protection along the deserted ring road
for the safety of women students. I approved of the VC’s promise. But it came as a rude shock to me that the female
political party members and activists who had taken me with them to spearhead their campaign reprimanded me for having
supported the VC’s decision. They were unequivocal that I had greatly jeopardised women’s security by inviting more
uniformed personnel on campus. This would have severe long-term consequences that I had not considered. I countered
the argument by asking whether they felt that women’s security was going to be beefed up by putting up posters and
writing slogans along the ring road. When I look back now, at my stand of 20 years ago and theirs, I see the urgency of my
youthful ‘problem-solving’ approach clashing with the wisdom of their caution.
A microcosm of what India is meant to be
...the common thread running through these three incidents was the simple lesson I learned at JNU during that time: that
nothing was off limits, that anybody and everything could be brought to the discussion table. It did not matter
what was the point of view, or the issue at hand. Everybody could make themselves heard, no matter how discordant the
voices, how out-of-sync the notes in the discord and dispute.
I learned that it is imperative to give people a space to speak and to voice their dissent. Doing the opposite not
only contributes to the snuffing out of democracy but also allows for violent tendencies to surface out of frustration. From
the quality of the dal in the mess, to the heinous assassination of student leader Chandrasekhar Prasad, to the issue of
Kashmiri azadi, everything could be called into question. There was no ‘holy cow’ — at least, not back then.

Thus, the most important lessons I got at JNU were not those which had a bearing on my immediate grades and courses.
They were life-long ones that I have since tried to incorporate into my own conduct, as well as impart to my
students and children – that democracy is an art, a learned behaviour that is strengthened through the practices of
debating, negotiating, discussing and finally, compromising and accommodating. While it is critical to bring together all
contrarian positions into an agenda for discussion, what matters equally is how the debate is conducted: the manner in
which we make ourselves heard. What I learned at JNU was that this manner must be peaceful, non-violent,
respectful of difference and above all, based on a willingness to ‘listen’ to the ‘other.’
My story does not end there. While my first lessons were about the art of democracy, which I learned far better outside my
political theory class in the Centre for Political Studies (the most politicised of centres at JNU), the next and equally
important lessons pertained to the classical Greek thinkers of (wo)man being a political/ social animal. In the course of
my 5-year stay in JNU, I stepped out of, or at least, became more conscious of, my isolated, individualist,
alienated existence of an upper caste, upper-class, urban, English-medium educated individual with an army
background. Through interactions with classmates, hostel-mates, professors, guest speakers from all walks of
life, after-dinner sessions in hostels, I slowly realised how I had lived in a bubble for the first 22 years of my life.
JNU was indeed a microcosm of the real India or at least, what India is meant to be. I was in the midst of an august,
energised company of people of completely different castes, classes, and religious and political orientations. My close
interactions with these people on a daily basis gave me a bird’s eye view of my own privileged existence. I
acknowledged their different kinds of intelligence, talents, frustrations, interests and world-views, and I empathised with
them as only a true friend can. (One example of the evolution of my world-view was with respect to the issue of
affirmative action for the oppressed communities.) These friendships taught me more about the idea of India than any
book written by Jawaharlal Nehru himself or any ideology propagated by the Left or Right.

....Critical thinking, the ability to express one’s views in a non-violent manner, and, above all, to be able to grow from the
experience of thinking and expression rather than clinging to a dogma — these are the lessons and skills that I owe JNU.
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